Corpus Access and Management

If you click on Corpora, or home, in the main panel you will see 3 lists of corpora that you have access to.

- The first listing shows corpora loaded into Sketch Engine that you have been granted access to. Only the ones you have most recently viewed will be displayed so if you want to see the full list, or don't see one you believe that you have access to then please click the show XX more corpora link at the bottom right hand of the listing.

- The second listing shows any corpora that you have uploaded or created under your own account. If you select one of these using the link associated with the name then you will see various options in the left hand side menu. For example you can share the corpus with other sketch engine users by clicking Access privileges.

- The third listing shows corpora that other users have given you access to.

For documentation on building or uploading your own corpora please see Creating a Corpus from the Interface.